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Summary of Findings 
 Bookings for 2014’s wave season (January through March) have 

swelled, while cruise pricing has been stable to up year to year. 

 Four of six travel agents reported year-to-year booking increases 
ranging from 10% to 25% for the 2014 wave season. 

 The luxury cruise market has been an area of particular strength, 
according to two suppliers and two industry specialists. 

 Carnival Corp. (CCL) is losing share in the mass market, according 
to all six travel agents, a supplier and an industry specialist. Its 
share is being claimed by Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. (RCL) and 
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings Ltd. (NCLH; 50% of the company is 
owned by Genting Hong Kong Ltd./HKG:0678). Carnival is 
increasing incentives to cruise travelers and travel agents alike. 
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Travel Agents 
 

N/A 
 

Suppliers    
Businesses in Major 
Port Cities  N/A N/A 

Industry Specialists 
   

Cruise Travelers 
 

N/A N/A 

Research Question: 

What is the outlook for 2014 wave season bookings, pricing and incentives, and 
market share? 

Silo Summaries 
1) Travel Agents 
Four of six sources said 2014 wave season bookings 
have increased in a range of 10% to 25% year to year. 
Of the remaining two sources, one said bookings were 
flat, and one reported a 10% to 20% drop. Year-to-year 
prices have risen 10% to 20% for three sources, have 
held steady for two and have declined 10% for the 
remaining source. Five of six sources reported seeing 
more incentives; the sixth source had no comment. 
Ships are expected sail at full capacity. Carnival is 
waiving the fee for single occupancy rooms. All six 
sources said Carnival is losing market share, while one 
source reported share gains for Royal Caribbean. Two 
sources said European river cruises are popular. 
 
2) Suppliers 
Two (a U.S. port operator and a European linen 
supplier) of these three sources said their sales have 
been stable year to year. The remaining source 
represents a décor company and expects 2014 sales to 
be 25% higher year to year. Fees charged by the port 
source have increased slightly, while prices charged to 
cruise lines by the décor and linen company sources 
are stable. Ships remain at full capacity. Two sources 
reported strength in the luxury market. One source said 
Carnival is losing market share. 
 
3) Businesses in Major Port Cities 
Two of these four sources represent hotels and are 
seeing the same number of bookings year to year. 
Meanwhile, traffic is expected to remain the same or 
increase for a restaurant manager and to stay the same 
year to year for a museum manager. Still, these two 
sources said customers are spending more than in 
previous years. 
 
4) Industry Specialists 
Two sources expect the luxury market to see growth; 
one of those two also expects a mass-market 
turnaround. Royal Caribbean and, to a lesser extent, 
Norwegian are taking market share from Carnival. 
 
5) Cruise Travelers 
Six of these nine sources expect to take more cruises or 
spend more days at sea in 2014 than in 2013. Two 
others will spend the same number of days or take the 
same number of cruises as last year, and one will take 
fewer trips. Cruise fares were deemed as higher year to 
year by three sources and as steady for five sources. 
The remaining source did not comment on prices but 
said incentive levels were stable year to year. 
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Background 
New attractions and fleet alterations are important parts of cruise lines’ efforts to attract new passengers and to ensure 
loyalty in long-time cruisers. Cruises now tout partnerships with major designers and brands. For example, Carnival landed a 
deal with the New Orleans Saints for the 2013–2014 season to promote its relationship with the city and to offer giveaways 
during Saints games. 
 
The cruise industry was surrounded by negative publicity in 2013. Carnival, Royal Caribbean and other cruise lines attempted 
to make passengers feel at ease by publicizing crime logs on their websites, but they were accused of underreporting the 
number of passengers falling overboard and sexual assaults occurring on ships. Carnival is under increased scrutiny after a 
six-year-old boy drowned in one of its swimming pools. 
 
Despite Carnival’s numerous mishaps, six of 10 travel agents and four industry specialists interviewed for Blueshift 
Research’s May 15, 2013, report expected industry cruise bookings to increase 5% to 30% in 2013 based on low cruise fares 
and plentiful industry deals. Sources also said Royal Caribbean and Norwegian Cruise Line were gaining share at Carnival’s 
expense. Our Jan. 9, 2013, report showed that the previous wave season had started out strong and was expected to post 
higher bookings year to year. 
 
 
Current Research 
In this next study, Blueshift Research assessed bookings, pricing, incentives, capacity and market share shifts for the 2014 
wave season year to year. We employed our pattern mining approach to establish six independent silos, comprising 25 
primary sources (including eight repeat sources) and six relevant secondary sources focused on Royal Caribbean and 
Carnival: 

1) Travel agents (6) 
2) Suppliers (3) 
3) Businesses in major port cities (4) 
4) Industry specialists (3) 
5) Cruise travelers (9) 
6) Secondary sources (6) 

 
 

Next Steps 
Blueshift Research will assess Carnival’s efforts to regain lost market share, including its increased incentives to travel 
agents and cruise travelers. We also will determine which luxury brands stand to benefit from this year’s increase in travelers’ 
luxury spending. 
 
 

Silos 
 
1) Travel Agents 
Four of six sources said 2014 wave season bookings have increased in a range of 10% to 25% year to year. Of the remaining 
two sources, one said bookings were flat, and one reported a 10% to 20% drop. Year-to-year prices have risen 10% to 20% for 
three sources, have held steady for two and have declined 10% for the remaining source. Five of six sources reported seeing 
more incentives; the sixth source had no comment. Ships are expected sail at full capacity. Carnival is waiving the fee for 
single occupancy rooms. All six sources said Carnival is losing market share, while one source reported share gains for Royal 
Caribbean. Two sources said European river cruises are popular. 
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KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Bookings 

- 4 sources said bookings have increased year to year, ranging from 10% to 25%. 
- 1 source said bookings are flat. 
- 1 source said bookings are down 10% to 20%. 

Pricing/Incentives 
- 3 sources said prices have increased, ranging from 10% to 20%. 
- 2 sources see prices as stable. 
- 1 said prices are down 10%. 
- 5 sources said incentives are increasing; 1 had no comment. 

Capacity 
- 4 sources who commented said capacity will be full this year. 
- 1 source said Carnival is waiving the fee for single occupancy. 

Market Share 
- All 6 sources said Carnival is losing market share. 
- 1 source believes Royal Caribbean is gaining share. 
- 1 source said Carnival has increased incentives given to travel agents. 

Trends 
- 2 sources said European river cruises are popular. 

 
 

1. Travel agent, Dallas 

The 2014 season is expected to be very similar to 2013, but incentives are different and more aggressive than in 
previous years. Carnival is waiving the fee for single occupancy rooms. Carnival monopolizes the Galveston, TX, harbor 
cruise business and offers mass market trips to the Bahamas and Mexico, including quick weekend cruises to Cozumel. 
Royal Caribbean has increased service to Texas. 

Bookings 
 “Sales in general will be pretty flat.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
 “Prices have generally been the same. Incentives are a little different, a little more aggressive.” 
 “Last year was the first time I had ever seen rooms sold as single occupancy. Always before if you traveled alone, you 

paid twice as much for a double occupancy room. Now Carnival offers single occupancy rooms to fill out the ship. It is 
like traveling for half price.” 

 “Occupancy always impacts the level of incentives, so they will get very 
aggressive to fill in empty rooms at the last minute.” 

Capacity 
 “Carnival is losing some share, just bad press, and people are stepping up a 

bit, taking advantage of good incentives on a little higher-end vessel.” 
Market Share 
 “Carnival is still the biggest because they are least expensive.” 
 “Royal Caribbean is offering service year-round out of Galveston now, so 

they are taking some share here.” 
 “[The Walt] Disney [Co./DIS] is the least popular. But they are most 

expensive and relatively new to Galveston, so it is not really a fair 
comparison yet.” 

 “I do not see much change in the mass market; it is big and busy. … Royal Caribbean is newer to Galveston, so they 
are trying to get more business here, trying to capitalize on the proximity to Houston and Houston air travelers. They 
are more luxurious and are trying harder to grow their Galveston business.” 

Trends 
 N/A 

 
 

Carnival is losing some share, 
just bad press, and people are 
stepping up a bit, taking 
advantage of good incentives 
on a little higher-end vessel. 

Travel Agent, Dallas 
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2. Owner and manager of a Louisiana-based travel agency specializing in cruising; repeat source 

This travel agent’s wave season sales are expected to about 25% higher year to year, while her average booking price 
has risen by about 20%. Her average first-quarter sale has been higher for Carnival but lower for Royal Caribbean year to 
year. Cruise lines are pushing more incentives and promotions, including beverage packages, onboard ship credits and 
reduced deposits. She expects ships to be filled to capacity. Last year, cruise lines filled ships by dropping prices. Carnival 
is hurting, and other lines such as Royal Caribbean’s Celebrity and Carnival’s Holland America also are struggling. Popular 
destinations so far this year are the Western Caribbean and Europe. River cruises also are popular. 

Bookings 
 “Because the last two months of [2013] have been so slow, I have been pessimistic about sales for 2014, but after 

reviewing our reports, my expectations have been raised.” 
 “The first quarter of [2014] looks about 25% higher in gross sales than the same time last year. In February and 

March of 2014, we are slightly below the sales we had for these months last year in 2013.” 
 “Another surprise to me: Our average Carnival sale for Q1 of next year is higher than we had in Q1 last year. But 

Royal Caribbean average sales for Q1 of 2014 are lower than the same period for 2013. Most of the sales we have 
on these two lines during the first quarter of the year are for local departures.” 

 “Looking ahead at the whole of 2014, it would seem that our average gross sale is about the same as we had in 
2013.” 

 “Last year was crazy terrific the first quarter.” 
 “I do not think the 2014 wave season will do as well as last year, but I would 

like to think that it is going to gain some momentum during the three-month 
period. … I would really like to see it grow and maybe see that season 
extended a bit, into April and beyond.” 

Pricing/Incentives 
 “When I looked at the average price per booking, I was surprised to see that 

this also had increased about 20% compared to last year’s first-quarter 
average sales/bookings. This was largely because in January we have some 
bookings to more exotic destinations than we had last year, which pushed 
the sales higher for that month.” 

 “The luxury market is adding amenities, and those lines do not seem to be 
price cutting fiercely. I am happy about that.” 

 “Cruise lines are offering beverage packages, free beverages during your 
trip, onboard credits. If you book during certain periods, they offer reduced 
deposits. They offer a value booklet of coupons for your trip and discounts on things you would never want or choose 
to purchase.” 

Capacity 
 “Cruise lines will fill the ships for the 2014 wave season. They were probably close to full last year because they 

dropped their rates to accommodate bookings.” 
Market Share 
 “Carnival has lost share. Everybody has benefited from Carnival’s troubles. A number of my clients have said, ‘I do 

not want to go on Carnival now.’” 
 “They call Royal Caribbean a ‘Teflon’ cruise line because nothing seems to hurt them.” 
 “I do not think Celebrity is doing well, however, and Carnival is not doing well. I do not think Holland America is doing 

all that well now. … I see them doing tactical pricing and offering options and amenities that they usually do not.” 
 “The more upscale lines are hurt a little bit less because their passengers are probably a little less fearful, but I think 

the mainstream lines are all sweating it. … People are worried about their jobs or how they will take care of their 
family.” 

Trends 
 “For us, the most popular cruise route is always Western Caribbean. … We are seeing some Europe business 

developing. We are not seeing as much Alaska as we have in the past, and that bothers me because that is usually a 
high ticket item. River cruises have been strong this year in Europe. We used to do a lot on the Mississippi.” 

 “I am hearing a lot of complaints about lowering the service levels and lowering food and entertainment, and I want 
to say to people, ‘Look at the price you are paying this year versus two to three years ago.’” 

Carnival has lost share. 
Everybody has benefited from 
Carnival’s troubles. A number 
of my clients have said, ‘I do 
not want to go on Carnival now. 
… They call Royal Caribbean a 
‘Teflon’ cruise line because 
nothing seems to hurt them. 

Owner & Manager, Travel Agency  
Louisiana 
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3. Owner of a cruise-focused travel agency in Arkansas; repeat source 

This source expects her cruise bookings to be 20% higher for the 2014 wave season, largely because of a stronger 
economy. Prices also are 20% to 25% higher year to year. She expects ships to sail at 100% to 110% capacity. Prestige 
Cruise Holdings Inc.’s Oceania, Royal Caribbean, Celebrity, Holland America and Carnival’s Princess all are doing well—at 
the expense of Carnival, which still is trying to recover from its blunders. 

Bookings 
 “My business with cruise lines will be stronger—about 20%—in the first quarter of 2014 because things are stronger 

with the economy.” 
 “The 2014 wave season bookings will be stronger than it was last year.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
 “Prices seem to be stronger for the upcoming wave season, but incentives and amenities like beverage packages, 

prepaid tips and specialty restaurants have also increased. Prices over last year are up about 20% to 25%.” 
 “Cruise companies are not offering better deals this year.” 
Capacity 
 “For the first quarter of 2014, ships will be going out at traditional figures: 

100% to 110%. By the end of wave season, 60% of all the capacity for the 
rest of the year will be gone.” 

Market Share 
 “Everybody is taking share away from Carnival. They still have not recovered 

from that fiasco, with people out at sea for five days. … What I get from 
customers is ‘anything but Carnival.’” 

 “Oceania is going gangbusters. Celebrity and Royal Caribbean are doing a 
really strong business, and they are able to keep their price points up. They 
do not have to do as much discounting. Carnival is struggling.” 

 “Royal Caribbean is really capitalizing on the Caribbean. Princess and 
Holland America are still the leaders for Alaska. Celebrity and Princess are 
strong in Australia and New Zealand.” 

 “Alaska is really very popular now, and it probably will remain as strong as it 
has been as people do not want to pay the high air prices to go to Europe. Australia and New Zealand will be strong 
this year. The Caribbean is always popular, especially for people traveling with the kids. They like to go to the beach.” 

Trends 
 “In the luxury market, their incentives are trending more toward air offers and specialty restaurants, prepaid tips. 

They are going more toward some of the higher-end add-on amenities.” 
 “In the mass market we are seeing more and different types of promotions. We are seeing a lot of really specific 

passenger promotions.” 
 
 

4. Luxury travel consultant for a large travel agency in South Florida 

This source spoke largely of the luxury market, and said 2014 wave season bookings have increased and that travelers 
have started to make reservations further in advance. He expects his agency’s cruise line business to pick up this year. 
Cruise prices remain stable, but cruise lines are offering more onboard credits. In the luxury market, Oceania is taking 
share from other lines, while Royal Caribbean’s Azamara is floundering. Travelers are flocking to Europe, and Oceania is 
in a good position to capitalize on this market. 

Bookings 
 “2014 wave season bookings have increased, and people are making reservations way in advance.” 
 “I believe the economic situation has changed and we should do more business with cruise lines in 2014.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
 “Prices for cruises are about the same for the upcoming wave season compared to the same period in 2013.” 
 “Cruise companies are offering more onboard credits—up to $300 on some cruises.” 

Everybody is taking share away 
from Carnival. What I get from 
customers is ‘anything but 
Carnival. … Celebrity and Royal 
Caribbean are doing a really 
strong business. They do not 
have to do as much 
discounting 

Owner, Cruise-focused Travel Agency  
Arkansas 
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Capacity 
 “With two new ships, ship capacity has increased by about 8,000 more passengers.” 
Market Share 
 “Oceania is taking some share from others. Oceania is doing the best, and Azamara is struggling the most.” 
 “Europe is the most popular cruise destination, and Oceania is in the best position to capitalize on this.” 
 “I do not think Carnival has rebounded this year.” 
Trends 
 “People are beginning to realize that with the all-inclusive luxury cruises they get more for about the same costs as in 

the mass market.” 
 
 

5. Travel agent in South Florida and an executive for a national trade group 

This source’s agency expects a 10% jump in wave season bookings and reported a similar increase in cruise pricing year 
to year. Cruise lines are offering more incentives, which typically amount to as much as 25% of the cruise fare. Incentives 
include shipboard credits, beverage packages, complimentary gratuities or complimentary excursions. Luxury cruises are 
offering a free night in a luxury hotel, while mass-market cruise lines are offering additional onboard activities. He expects 
ships to sail at 90% capacity this year. Carnival has turned to ex-CEO Bob Dickinson for sales and marketing assistance, 
which should help the company turn the tide. 

Bookings 
 “We will see a 10% increase in bookings over last year for the 2014 wave season.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
 “Prices are definitely higher for the 2014 wave season, about 10%. The economy is improving, and demand may be 

higher.” 
 “Cruise companies are now offering more incentives. Every cruise has 

something, and it probably amounts to up to 25% of the cruise fare.” 
 “In the luxury market, we are starting to see those cruise lines that are 

including excursions and those that do seem to be adding a free night in a 
luxury hotel the first night of the cruise.” 

 “In the mass market, I see more discounting upfront and more activities on 
the ship itself. There are more restaurant venues and affiliations of brand-
name products. The ships always have to adapt and change.” 

Capacity 
 “Ships will be at 90% capacity industrywide for the first quarter of 2014. It 

will be pretty similar to 2013.” 
Market Share 
 “Carnival is struggling, and that is the only one I can put a finger on that is having difficulties.” 
 “Carnival made an attempt from a travel agent perspective to be more travel-agent friendly and brought back former 

president Bob Dickinson to see the mending of fences. That will help them.” 
Trends 
 “We are seeing more returns to the Eastern and Western Caribbean, to the Panama Canal. There is just a big 

increase in the Caribbean now, with larger and newer ships coming in. Norwegian Cruise Line is in the best position 
to capitalize on this because they have so many new ships coming online. And Royal Caribbean as well, because they 
have a lot of home ports around the country so they are not just relying on Florida and Europe.” 

 
 

6. CEO and founder of a cruise-only travel agency; repeat source 

This long-time travel agent believes bookings will be down 10% to 20% this wave season. People are waiting until the last 
minute to book cruises. Cruise lines have created an industry of deals and now are paying the price. First-quarter prices 
are down by about 10% but promotions are up 40%. Ships will sail at 100% capacity, but the normal sailing capacity is 
105% to 116%. No cruise company leads the pack, but Carnival is definitely at the back of the line. Upscale lines like 

Cruise companies are now 
offering more incentives. Every 
cruise has something, and it 
probably amounts to up to 25% 
of the cruise fare. 

Travel Agent & Natl. Trade Group Exec 
South Florida 
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Silversea Cruises Ltd. and Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha’s (TYO:9101/NPNYY) Crystal are doing well this year, as are 
river cruises. Cruise lines are trying to make their ships a destination, and travelers today have more port options. 

Bookings 
 “I am estimating [bookings to be] 10% to 20% down. People are waiting to book cruises. The percentage of 12-

month or further out cruises is significantly lower, and it keeps getting lower and lower to where under 90 days in 
bookings is getting significantly higher. Once you acknowledge this, it is changing your business plan. We lose out on 
offers, promotions or better deals that we could give to the consumers, but the consumers definitely believe that the 
closer they wait until the sailing, the better the deal is going to be.” 

 “Just last Friday a guy wanted to book a cruise … eight days or nine days before the cruise. It was a Christmas cruise, 
which years ago if you did not book it a year in advance you did not book it. At least 10% of the ship was still 
available.” 

Pricing/Incentives 
 “First-quarter 2014 prices are down at least 10%, but promotions are up like 40%. Here is a promotion: Princess 

Cruise Lines said if you bought any cruise before Dec. 31, you could get that amount credited to another seven-day 
cruise in the year 2014, so passengers are getting 100% of what they spent credited to another cruise for 2014. One 
woman booked into a balcony cabin worth $500, so she is getting $500 to apply to any other cruise.” 

 “And the deals, the promotions that are coming up are getting worse and worse for the industry. The closer you wait 
until the sailing day, not necessarily are you getting a better deal but there is still plenty of space left. This is not like 
flying on an airplane. On a cruise ship, you do not run out of food on a seven-day cruise. Planning and ordering and 
logistics are a lot different.” 

 “Cruise companies are offering more incentives and discounts for the 
upcoming wave season. Celebrity is giving a choice on any seven-day or 
longer cruise of an open bar package—all you can drink of any of their 
premium beverages, such as specialty coffees, bottled water, sodas, 
alcohol, beer, wine. That is normally between $49 to $79 per person per 
day for that package, and they sell it and make some good money. You have 
your choice of that or free gratuities. Normally gratuities that you would give 
on a cruise equate to about $80 to $90 a person for the week. Celebrity will 
give you that for free. Or they will give you $200 in spending money on the 
ship. This is strictly Celebrity—a choice of any one of those three packages 
or options. Royal Caribbean is offering a beverage package as a free 
option.” 

 “And we have incentives of up to $100 in onboard spending money we will 
give a client, or free insurance or free gratuities.” 

Capacity 
 “For the first quarter of 2014, ships will eventually sail at 99% to 100%. But the normal sailing capacity is anywhere 

from 105% to 116%, when you are counting the third or fourth beds in the ship. … A lot of the cabins can hold four 
people, but they are only filling it with two of the four. They will go at 100%, but they can put more people in there.” 

Market Share 
 “Who is losing market share? Carnival. They are shooting themselves in the foot every time they turn around.” 
 “All cruise lines picked up Carnival’s market share. And that will be a long road for Carnival if they are able to get 

back up on the road. Every week they turn around with another doozy. This week they are giving away 50 free cabins 
to travel agents every day between now and the end of January. This is completely free to a travel agent.” 

 “The cruise lines doing the best are your upscale lines: Crystal, Silversea. People are paying a higher price for those 
cruises but not as higher price as they used to be. They have small ships, 300 to 600 passengers, ships where 
people find out about them via word of mouth, not fire sales.” 

 “The up-and-coming are river cruises, and the biggest up-and-coming cruise line is Viking River Cruises. They are not 
giving away the world, but they are including all of the important things and are not nickel-and-diming the travel 
agent or the consumer. They have agent loyalty, and agents are promoting them to the consumer. They have very 
good business sense.” 

Trends 

All cruise lines picked up 
Carnival’s market share. And 
that will be a long road for 
Carnival if they are able to get 
back up on the road. Every 
week they turn around with 
another doozy. 

CEO & Founder 
Cruise-only Travel Agency 
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 “There is no change in cruise route popularity. The Eastern and Western Caribbean are your two most popular routes. 
In the summer months Europe has been doing well, but because of the cost of airfare from the United States, Europe 
is struggling.” 

 “Cruise lines are trying to make their ships more of a destination. A couple of new phenomenal ships are coming out. 
The Royal Caribbean Quantum will have a cantilever that goes around the ship’s 20 decks above the water. The 
Quantum will be 13% larger than the Freedom-class 4,100-passenger ship that is going out of New York. The 
Quantum will start sailing in November 2014 out of New York.” 

 “Royal Caribbean, Celebrity, Norwegian Cruise Line have made minor changes but nothing major.” 
 “Norwegian Cruise Line brought their ship called the Breakaway into last year. … It is competing against Royal 

Caribbean’s older vessel. Next year Royal will bring in the brand new one, and Norwegian will lower their prices.” 
 “It is a gimmick. You have to keep in mind that this wave season booking used to be a week. There was a week in 

January where business would boom. Somebody caught onto this, and it went for a couple weeks or even a month. 
Cruise lines came in with gimmicks and ads. Now it is a whole season.” 

 
 
 
2) Suppliers 
Two (a U.S. port operator and a European linen supplier) of these three sources said their sales have been stable year to year. 
The remaining source represents a décor company and expects 2014 sales to be 25% higher year to year. Fees charged by 
the port source have increased slightly, while prices charged to cruise lines by the décor and linen company sources are 
stable. Ships remain at full capacity. Two sources reported strength in the luxury market. One source said Carnival is losing 
market share. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Bookings 

- 1 port operator said sales are the same or slightly lower year to year, but expects sales to increase next year. 
- 1 décor company expects sales to increase 25% in 2014. 
- 1 European linen supplier said business is stable as more competitors have entered the market. 

Pricing/Incentives 
- Port fees charged to cruise lines have increased slightly. 
- The décor and linen company sources have not changed their prices. 

Capacity 
- Ships remain at full capacity. 

Market Share 
- 1 source said Carnival has lost market share. 

Trends 
- 2 sources said the luxury cruise market continues to grow. 

 
 

1. Port operator, California 

Sales have been dropping during the last five years, but the source expects the first quarter to be the bottom of the curve 
and for 2014 sales to be flat to slightly lower year to year. Sales should increase in 2015 and accelerate quickly by 
2017–2018. Fees charged to cruise ships have increased slightly last year. The Mexican Riviera is the most popular 
route from this port, but newer routes to Hawaii and to Seattle are gaining attention. Violence in Mexico slowed sales of 
Mexican cruises in the last few years, but the route is poised for a strong comeback. 

Bookings 
 “We charge dock fees, passenger fees, fees for commodities, and then of course we offer security, water and power 

services to the docked ships.” 
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 “My research shows that bookings have been dropping off over the last five years, and this is the bottom of the 
curve. So the first quarter will be slightly down year to year, but then an upward trend is expected in 2015 and 2016 
and should accelerate in 2017 and 2018.” 

 “Our sales to cruise ships are expected to be flat to very slightly down during the first quarter.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
 “We raised fees by 3% in July, so our revenues will be up about 3% since our volume is expected to be pretty flat.” 
Capacity 
 “Ships always go out full.” 
Market Share 
 “Holland America is our top cruise line right now. It used to be Carnival, but they moved out a lot of ships in 2009. 

We are the No. 1 port of call for Princess Cruises, but they all start somewhere else and just stop here for the day.” 
 “I am not aware of any shifting market share since last year, but we may begin to see some in the next few years.” 
Trends 
 “Our most popular route has historically been a shorter cruise, three to eight days, to the Mexican Riviera, but there 

has been less demand for that route since all the violence in Mexico started.” 
 “Crime in Mexico has dropped since the 2009–2010 drug war, so it is poised to really come back strong in the next 

few years.” 
 “Hawaiian cruises are growing in popularity, but that is a long cruise, at least 12 days. And then the new minor route 

is Pacific America. … It runs in the shoulder season, April to May and September to October. Alaskan cruises run May 
to September, and then the Caribbean season is October to April.” 

 
 

2. International marine décor company 

Companies were hesitant to invest in décor in 2013, but this source’s sales are expected to increase 25% in 2014. Also, 
after a lull in ship building, some new ships should begin arriving later this year. Ships sail at full capacity. European 
cruises are more expensive as the value of the euro outpaces the dollar, so Europeans come to the United States. U.S. 
travelers tend to go to the Caribbean or Mexico. The luxury market continues to grow and become even more luxurious. 

Bookings 
 “We are expecting increased business from cruise companies this year. Last year, companies were hesitant to invest 

based on the economy and competition.” 
 “We are projecting a 25% increase for 2014 over 2013; that is the full year.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
 “We have not changed our pricing structure since last year.” 
Capacity 
 “The majority of ships sail full, and they have the same capacity as last 

year.” 
 “Awhile back there were too many ships, so they stopped building new 

ships. Now demand has had a chance to catch up and balance out again, so 
we will begin to see some new ships later this year.” 

Market Share 
 N/A 
Trends 
 “Caribbean routes have always been most popular, but I think passengers are getting tired of it. We are seeing many 

repositioning for new routes to Asia, China and more in Alaska.” 
 “European cruises are quite expensive now since their euros are worth more than our dollars. When the economy 

gets like this, the Europeans come to America to take advantage of the bargains. Americans go south to the 
Caribbean or Mexico.” 

 “[Genting Hong Kong’s] Star Cruises are gearing up to cater to Taiwan routes.” 
 “Luxury markets are continuing to grow and get more luxurious. They now have 6-star ratings, and passengers pay a 

premium price. And of course they are very free with spending onboard the ship as well.” 

Luxury markets are continuing 
to grow and get more luxurious. 

International Marine Décor Company 
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 “Every ship is specialized now. Some cater to families, and they offer nice family services like activities for the kids, 
babysitting, even nurseries for little babies. Others offer short weekend cruises, and those are popular with the 
working class.” 

 “All the companies are trying to cut costs and get the best deals. Everyone is taking bids for services, and that trend 
has just grown in line with the cost of fuel. That seems to drive everything. Bidding is more aggressive when fuel 
prices are high, but they relax a bit as the price of fuel drops some.” 

 
 

3. Director of a UK-based linens and textiles supply company; repeat source 

The cruise supply market is becoming more competitive, so this source expects trade with cruise lines to be static this 
year. His company is trying to keep prices stable. Because of the continuing economic growth in the Middle East, Asia and 
Africa, the luxury cruise market is seeing an increase in travelers. In addition, the luxury cruise market now has more 
supplier choices. 

Bookings 
 “I would expect trade [with cruise lines] to be static between 2013 and 

2014. We are seeing more entrants into the supply market to cruise, so 
naturally there will be some equalization of the market.” 

Pricing/Incentives 
 “We are endeavoring to keep prices as stable as possible. … There is the 

real issue of spiking commodity prices, but most, including us, are doing our 
best to plan our buying against this to ensure consistency for customers.” 

Capacity 
 N/A 
Market Share 
 “The continuing economic growth of the Middle East, Asia and Africa is 

having a huge impact on luxury markets, with an increase in buyers. This is also impacting trends in color, material 
and finish, with the luxury market having a much wider choice than ever before.” 

Trends 
 N/A 

 
 
 
3) Businesses in Major Port Cities 
Two of these four sources represent hotels and are seeing the same number of bookings year to year. Meanwhile, traffic is 
expected to remain the same or increase for a restaurant manager and to stay the same year to year for a museum manager. 
Still, these two sources said customers are spending more than in previous years. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Bookings 

- 2 port city hotels expect the same number of bookings year to year. 
- 1 restaurant manager expects traffic to be the same or slightly higher year to year. 
- 1 museum manager expects steady traffic. 

Trends 
- The restaurant and museum managers said consumers are spending more freely than in the past. 

 
 

1. Front desk manager of a port hotel, Galveston, TX 

Approximately 20% of overall business during the peak wave season is related to the cruise industry. Sales are expected 
to be flat year to year. Carnival is the biggest company in the Galveston port and suffered the Triumph disaster last 

The continuing economic 
growth of the Middle East, Asia 
and Africa is having a huge 
impact on luxury markets, with 
an increase in buyers. 

Director, Linens & Textiles Supply Co. 
UK-based 
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February. Passengers expecting to board the Triumph for the following launch were staying at the source’s hotel, and 
reportedly never received official notice from Carnival that their cruise was canceled. 

Bookings 
 “We estimate approximately 20% of our business is related to the cruise industry during peak wave season. … We 

see that trend is pretty stable.” 
 “We are expecting very similar business during the first quarter of 2014 compared to last year.” 
Market Share 
 “Carnival is the biggest company with the most ships in our port.” 
Trends 
 “The Triumph had the fire and all the major issues with stranded passengers last year about this time. It launched 

from our port … so the cruise business may still be down a little from that incident still being relatively fresh.” 
 “We had four or five families here in the hotel last year, expecting to board that ship for the next cruise, and they 

never got the notice that the ship was stranded or that the following cruise was canceled. They were just here, ready 
to board, and there was no ship.” 

 
 

2. Hotel front desk manager, Miami 

This harbor hotel expects the same ships, a similar passenger profile and, thus, steady sales to cruise passengers year to 
year. 

Bookings 
 “We are expecting our business from cruise passengers to be relatively the same as last year.” 
 “I believe we have the same ships here as last year, so probably a very similar passenger profile and likely a similar 

spending pattern as last year.” 
Market Share 
 “We always market aggressively to cruise ship passengers, but we get our projections from local research.” 

 
 

3. General manager of a Fort Lauderdale port restaurant 

This restaurant generates about 20% of its revenue from cruise passengers. Cruise business is expected to be the same 
to slightly up compared with 2013, and passengers appear more willing to spend this year. However, the restaurant is 
expecting the same to slightly less business from cruise passengers because local restaurant competition is a more 
aggressive this year. 

Bookings 
 “Probably around 20% of my overall business is from the cruise passengers. 

I am expecting that business to be flat to slightly down to last year. I just 
have more competition for that business in my location.” 

 “Projections are for the same to slightly more passengers to last year. I 
believe cruise passengers are generally freer with spending than they have 
been in the recent past. Things are loosening up a bit.” 

Market Share 
 “[Royal Caribbean’s] Oasis [of the Seas] and Allure [of the Seas] are the 

major cruise ships here, and they draw more than half of the cruise business 
in this port.” 

 
 
 
 
 

Projections are for the same to 
slightly more passengers to last 
year. I believe cruise 
passengers are generally freer 
with spending than they have 
been in the recent past. Things 
are loosening up a bit. 

General Manager, Port Restaurant 
Fort Lauderdale 
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4. Business manager of two museums (including a shipboard museum) and three gift shops, Texas 

This source expects passenger numbers to be similar to last year but passenger spending to be higher year to year. The 
source is not located in a port of call, so cruises originate and/or terminate in the harbor and passengers stay nearby. 
Passengers now stay a few days before or after their cruise to explore the city. 

Bookings 
 “I expect the number of passengers will be pretty similar to last year.” 
 “I have seen an increasing trend in spending over the last couple of years, 

probably since winter of 2011. I expect spending in 2014 will be more than 
2013. People are definitely spending more, coming a day early, maybe 
staying a day or two longer to enjoy the city before or after their cruise.” 

Capacity 
 “I do not know anything about capacity. Sometimes we hear something, but 

I have not heard anything recently.” 
Market Share 
 “Carnival has two ships here, the Triumph and the Magic. Disney has one, 

the Wonder, and Royal Caribbean has one here from December to April. I do 
not see any shifting share.” 

 
 
 
4) Industry Specialists 
Our first source expects the 2014 wave season to be “respectable” for Royal Caribbean and Norwegian Cruise Lines, but 
forecast flat bookings for Carnival. Another source expects increased passenger traffic at his local port, while the remaining 
source predicts an increase in cruise travelers this year. Carnival will be pressured in pricing and incentives, while pricing will 
be stable for Royal Caribbean but up 2% to 3% for Norwegian. Two sources expect more capacity on the seas this year while 
one foresees stable capacity. Two sources expect the luxury market to see growth; one of those two also expects a mass-
market turnaround. Royal Caribbean and, to a lesser extent, Norwegian are taking market share from Carnival. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Bookings 

- 1 source expects Royal Caribbean and Norwegian bookings to be “respectable,” Carnival to be flat, and river cruises 
to be in demand. 

- 1 source expects increased bookings year to year. 
- 1 source expects greater passenger traffic at the local port because of the increase in ships. 

Pricing/Incentives 
- 1 source expects Carnival to offer more incentives, Royal Caribbean’s prices to be stable and Norwegian to be able 

to raise prices 2% to 3%. 
- 1 source expects incentives to remain stable and pricing to remain competitive. 
- 1 said incentives increased in 2012 but will be steady in 2014. Pricing is competitive. 

Capacity 
- 2 sources expect more capacity in North America than last year. 
- 1 expects stable capacity. 

Market Share 
- 1 expects Royal Caribbean to take share with a new ship launch later this year. 
- 1 expects Royal Caribbean and Norwegian to take share from Carnival. 

Trends 
- 2 sources expect the luxury market to see sales growth. 
- 1 of those 2 also expects the mass market to experience an upturn in sales. 

 
 

I expect spending in 2014 will 
be more than 2013. People are 
definitely spending more, 
coming a day early, maybe 
staying a day or two longer to 
enjoy the city before or after 
their cruise. 

Business Manager,Two Museums & 
Three Gift Shops, Texas 
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1. Founder and editor of a cruise website and professor at a Canadian university; repeat source 

This source expects this wave season’s bookings to be relatively flat, with pricing declining for Carnival, holding steady for 
Royal Caribbean and increasing 2% to 3% for Norwegian. Carnival likely will provide more incentives for passengers and 
travel agents alike. Negative publicity continues to hound the company. 

Bookings 
 “This will not be a huge wave season, but it will be respectable for Royal Caribbean and its brands, and for 

Norwegian. The season may be relatively flat and not significantly better for the subbrands of Carnival, so Princess 
and Holland America will not perform any better than they did and probably worse.” 

 “River cruises are not as sensitive to the wave season. River cruises are really taking off and becoming popular. 
Cruise lines are building more capacity and are trying to fill the ships, but keeping their price point quite high. I would 
expect they would do very well in 2014.” 

Pricing/Incentives 
 “We will probably see some differences this year because Carnival has gone through a beating. My guess is 

Carnival’s pricing will be somewhat depressed. Pricing for Norwegian Cruise Line and Royal Caribbean will be stable. 
Norwegian may increase some of their pricing, but it is hard to anticipate. Royal Caribbean is filling its ships but not 
as well as it would like.” 

 “My guess is that Royal Caribbean [pricing] will remain relatively stable. I do not think they will be able to raise prices. 
I will not be surprised if Norwegian is able to raise their [pricing] by 2% or 3%.” 

 “Carnival may keep its prices the same, but I think it will provide more incentives. It will increase incentives to travel 
agents.” 

 “Carnival will have to provide more incentives, if nothing else just to 
compete with the others. Incentives for travel agents and incentives for 
passengers. For some of the major cruise lines, we will not see a whole lot 
of difference.” 

Capacity 
 “Certainly with the new ship construction, capacity will more than it was last 

year. Even though some ships have been redeployed, at least this point the 
North American market has more capacity than it had last year.” 

 “Cruise lines are usually pretty good at manipulating prices to fill their ships, 
so my guess is Carnival and Royal Caribbean will sell with 100% occupancy. 
The premium brands, Celebrity, Holland America, will not be at 100%. I do 
not think they have had 100% in the past years either.” 

 “I know cruise lines have cut back on capacity to Norway. There is a bit of a 
grassroots reaction over the number of cruise ships in the fjord area.” 

Market Share 
 “Royal Caribbean and Norwegian are taking business away from Carnival. 

And I am not sure if Norwegian’s growth is at the expense of Royal 
Caribbean as it is Carnival. Carnival is having a nightmare. They have not 
handled it very well.” 

 “Holland America and Princess are performing respectively. Celebrity and Azamara are also doing well, and 
Norwegian is better than expected. There is continuing growth of American cruise lines, so you have to assume there 
are filling their ships in order to fill new ships.” 

 “[Carnival’s] Costa has recovered from the [Concordia] accident, but my guess is that they are being threatened in 
Europe by [Mediterranean Shipping Co. S.A.’s] MSC, which is their closest competition. And my guess is the U.S. 
market will not likely jump onto Costa.” 

 “Carnival was rebounding, but the negative publicity that continues keeps on pushing them back down.” 
 “Carnival is expanding successfully in Australia. They are sending ships down for Princess.” 
Trends 
 “Probably with the recovery of the economy, the luxury market is likely to see some growth compared to what it has 

had in the past. The mass market is much more sensitive to price point, and is stimulated by offers that people 
cannot refuse.” 

 

Royal Caribbean [pricing] will 
remain relatively stable. I do 
not think they will be able to 
raise prices. I will not be 
surprised if Norwegian is able 
to raise their [pricing] by 2% or 
3%. … Carnival may keep its 
prices the same, but I think it 
will provide more incentives. It 
will increase incentives to 
travel agents. 

Founder & Editor, Cruise Website & 
Professor, Canadian university 
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2. Travel writer, journalist and cruise specialist 

Industry demand for the mass market appears to have weathered the storm and is back in a steady growth mode. The 
luxury market also is growing. Consumers are responding to creative, effective value-based incentives that started last 
year, and are making the biggest difference in driving business in the cruise industry. A few new ships are expected to 
enter this year’s market, and that may shift share somewhat. Smaller and newer cruise lines are trying new routes to 
Honduras and Santo Domingo, and Alaska cruises continue to grow in popularity. Still, the Caribbean remains the most 
popular route. 

Bookings 
 “I am expecting to see an increase [in cruise travelers] during the upcoming 

cruise season for several reasons. We have some pent-up demand as well 
as an increase in marketing. … I think they have done a great job of 
increasing awareness and broadening name recognition, which is offsetting 
… the highly publicized issues in recent years.” 

Pricing/Incentives 
 “The major cruise lines are keeping pricing fairly comparable to last year, 

but some newer lines, like MSC Cruises in Miami, are offering some lower 
pricing, being very competitive.” 

 “Incentives are relatively similar this year as last year. But last year the 
incentives were new and creative and maybe more aggressive. They 
definitely had a new appeal, or appealed to a more targeted or multiple 
varied audiences.” 

 “Last year, and maybe somewhat in 2012, we started seeing more value built in, more onboard credits, a free drink 
package, spa visit or shore excursion. Before 2012, you never saw this kind of incentive.” 

 “The new incentives are creative and competitive, and they are working. I think they are adding value, and that is the 
biggest difference in trends over the last few years.” 

 “The family-friendly lines are offering incentives, more value for the money. They are really improving their image.” 
Capacity 
 “[Carnival’s] P&O Cruises, Princess, Royal Caribbean and Norwegian are all 

planning new ship launches.” 
Market Share 
 “I do not expect any big shift this [2014] season, but I expect we will see 

some shifting market share in the 2014–2015 season. Carnival and Royal 
Caribbean dominate and they own several lines, so they own the most 
market share. Royal Caribbean will be taking share with a new ship when 
they launch it later this year.” 

 “MSC Cruises is a newer line and just recently started offering year-round 
service out of Miami. They have been offering seasonal trips for probably 
the last 10 years.” 

 “Norwegian added a ship in the New York market, so they will take some 
share there.” 

Trends 
 “The Caribbean is always the most popular route. But we are seeing some 

new niche destinations develop. Alaska is increasing in popularity, and they 
have added probably six new ships, smaller ships, over the last 10 years.” 

 “Honduras is opening in 2014, and Santo Domingo is another new route. MSC, [TUI Travel PLC’s/LON:TT] Thomson, 
[Carnival’s] Windstar and several of the smaller lines are going in there.” 

 “The lines in the best position to capitalize on the newer destinations are the smaller lines, which are more open to 
trying new destinations. Holland America and Silversea are planning on adding some of the newer niche routes also.” 

 “The luxury cruise lines have continued to do amazingly well, even through the 2008–2009 economic crisis. They 
have continued to see growth and seem somewhat insulated from economic issues.” 

Last year, and maybe 
somewhat in 2012, we started 
seeing more value built in, 
more onboard credits, a free 
drink package, spa visit or 
shore excursion. Before 2012, 
you never saw this kind of 
incentive. 

Travel Writer 
Journalist & Cruise Specialist 

The luxury cruise lines have 
continued to do amazingly well. 
They have continued to see 
growth and seem somewhat 
insulated from economic 
issues. … The mass-market 
lines… seem to have weathered 
the storm and are beginning to 
see some growth again 

Travel Writer 
Journalist & Cruise Specialist 
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 “The mass-market lines have definitely faced the most challenges in the last few years. But they seem to have 
weathered the storm and are beginning to see some growth again. It is not yet as strong as it was five or six years 
ago, but we have seen an upturn.” 

 
 

3. Cruise economics researcher for a major port city 

This port documented more than 4 million cruise passengers in 2013 and expects to exceed 5 million cruise passengers 
in 2014 because of an increase in ships visiting the harbor. Capacity should remain stable for the 13 companies 
operating 30 ships year-round in this harbor. The three largest operators in this port are Disney, Norwegian and Carnival. 
The port and the surrounding area are undergoing major construction in order to accommodate larger ships from 
Panama as well as car traffic in and around the area. 

Bookings 
 “In 2013 we had over 4 million cruise passengers traveling through our port. In 2014 we expect to surpass 5 million 

passengers.” 
 “I expect we will have more cruise passengers in the first quarter of 2014 than the first quarter of 2013 because we 

added more ships in our harbor since last year: two in December and another inaugural cruise scheduled for 
February.” 

Pricing/Incentives 
 N/A 
Capacity 
 “Capacity remains fairly stable, increased with each additional ship. My reports are showing relatively stable 

occupancy rates [full ships] over the last year. In the past a decrease in my report usually reflects a repositioning of a 
ship, so we lose a ship that is docking in our harbor. That has not happened this year, and we are not anticipating it 
in the near future.” 

Market Share 
 N/A 
Trends 
 N/A 

 
 
 
5) Cruise Travelers 
Six of these nine sources expect to take more cruises or spend more days at sea in 2014 than in 2013. Two others will spend 
the same number of days or take the same number of cruises as last year, and one will take fewer trips. Cruise fares were 
deemed as higher year to year by three sources and as steady for five sources. The remaining source did not comment on 
prices but said incentive levels were stable year to year. One source offered a positive review of Viking River cruises. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Bookings 

- 6 of 9 sources will take more trips or spend more days at sea year to year. 
- 2 sources will take the same number of trips as in 2013. 
- 1 source will take fewer trips. 

Pricing/Incentives 
- 3 sources said prices have been higher in 2014 than in 2013. 
- 5 sources said prices are in line with last year. 
- But 1 of the previous 5 reported getting a good last-minute deal for a February cruise. 
- 1 did not comment on prices but said incentive levels were the same year to year. 

Trends 
- 1 source went on a river cruise with Viking and reported having a great customer service experience. 
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1. Retiree, Pennsylvania; repeat source 

This source and his wife took two cruises last year and plan to take two or three more this year. Prices may be slightly 
higher, but they have received good discounts. All cruise lines are offering incentives. His favorite ocean-going line is 
Holland America, but he has been impressed with Viking River Cruises as well. This year, they are sailing on Norwegian 
for the first time. 

Bookings 
 “We took two cruises [in 2013], and we are taking at least two [in 2014]. We are taking a second river cruise and 

taking our second music cruise. The music cruise is a week in the Caribbean.” 
 “We are doing the blues [music] cruise in a couple of weeks and the river cruise, and are looking at a possible 

Amazon cruise this year. We have been on a lot of cruises, but we run into people who have been on a lot more. With 
Holland America, which is probably our favorite ocean-going line, we are at the three-star mariner level.” 

 “Holland America has the best food and was certainly among the best. We have been on cruises on Celebrity, Royal 
Caribbean, Holland America and Viking River Cruises. In a couple weeks we will be on a Norwegian Cruise Line ship. 
Each one is a little bit different.” 

 “One of the things we do is the repositioning cruises. Holland America had a ship that was doing the Seattle-
Vancouver-Alaska run all summer long. We got on it in late September and we sailed to Hawaii and Fiji, ending up in 
Australia; that’s because they were moving the ship down there for the Southern Hemisphere summer. They had to 
move the ship anyway, so they sell the passenger accommodations dirt cheap.” 

Pricing/Incentives 
 “We went on the blues cruise last January, and in June we went on a river cruise from Amsterdam to Bucharest. We 

had never done a river cruise in Europe before. We got caught up in the floods, and that caused some delays. Viking 
made it up to us and sent us a huge discount on our next cruise. We are going from St. Petersburg, to Moscow in 
June. The airfare is packaged in there. This was our first experience with Viking River Cruises, and they were really 
first-rate.” 

 “We are paying about $6,500 for 14 days, and that includes airfare from Philly to Russia. But we got $7,000 worth of 
discounts. It would have been $13,000 or $14,000 if we had to pay full price. That seems a little bit more than what 
it was last year.” 

 “Everybody offers incentives. There is always a push going on, and right now they are offering good buys … into 
January. … They want to get the boats as full as they can, and they will do promotions in January to try to get that 
income. If they do not get a heavy booking by the end of January, they will keep sales on.” 

 “Typically right now with the river cruises it is two-for-one, half price. The ocean-going cruises tend to offer onboard 
credits. The river cruises tend to be more all-inclusive. Wine and beer and meals are all covered on the river cruises.” 

 “On the luxury cruises, there does seem to be a little bit more included in terms of off-shore excursions or onboard 
amenities or credits.” 

Market Share 
 “For the mass market, I would have to put Holland America in the upper level. … Royal Caribbean would be at the 

bottom, and Celebrity would be in the middle. I have not seen a lot of marketing from Celebrity. They send us an 
occasional email. But we have settled on Holland America in terms of our ocean-going cruising. They have a great 
mix of amenities, food and other things.” 

Trends 
 “You will probably find that any offerings to Egypt and that area of the Middle East have declined. Viking River 

Cruises used to offer Nile cruises, and I am not sure they are doing that right now.” 
 
 

2. Middle-aged cruise traveler, Texas; repeat source 

This source’s family plans to take more cruises in 2014. Overall prices and incentives remain about the same as in 2013. 
Cruises are a better bargain than all-inclusive resorts. 

Bookings 
 “We will be taking more cruises in 2014 versus 2013. We did not take one in 2013 due to work schedules.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
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 “Prices for cruises during the 2014 wave season are about the same as 2013.” 
 “Cruise companies are offering about the same incentives for 2014 cruises versus 2013 cruises.” 
 “Cruises are still cheaper than all-inclusive resorts. This is a big reason we are considering a cruise.” 
Trends 
 “The length of cruises is the same. Seven days works best due to our schedules.” 

 
 

3. Cruise passenger, East Coast port 

This passenger will take the same number of cruises in 2014 as in 2013 but will increase the number of days at sea. 
One of the two trips this year will be a luxury cruise. Pricing and incentives are comparable to last year. This passenger 
has taken Carnival cruises from Baltimore, but will be flying to Miami to embark on a Royal Caribbean cruise. 

Bookings 
 “We took one cruise in late 2012, two in 2013 and are planning two for 2014. Last year we went on an eight-day 

cruise and a 10-day cruise. This year we have planned two 10-day cruises.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
 “Our upcoming cruise is the first time we have opted to go luxury—a little higher end at a different company, so it was 

more expensive, but it is not an equal comparison.” 
 “The incentives are good, but I think they are similar to last year.” 
Capacity 
 “We did not have any trouble booking our trips in 2014.” 
Trends 
 “I have not noticed changing trends really. We usually travel on Carnival, and they are good. We had similar service 

and pricing on each cruise. This time we’ll be on Royal Caribbean, so we will see how they compare.” 
 
 

4. Cruise passengers, Texas 

These passengers will take one more cruise in 2014 than last year. Prices appears to be similar year to year. They have 
sailed with Carnival and Disney, and found Disney to be more expensive but worth the difference. Carnival cruises seem 
crowded. 

Bookings 
 “We are planning to take one more cruise in 2014 than 2013, but we took one less in 2013 than we did in 2012. So 

2013 was an off year.” 
 “We prefer the shorter five-day cruises, but we have taken seven-day trips as well.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
 “Pricing seems pretty similar, but we often wait for the last-minute booking 

deals.” 
Capacity 
 “We have never had trouble getting on a trip, but usually it is the other way 

around for us. It is a last-minute deal we see, and if we can get away, we 
take it.” 

Trends 
 “We have taken Disney and Carnival. Disney is like staying at a 5-star hotel 

with every detail attended to. Disney is also more expensive, but I think it is 
worth the difference.” 

 “Disney is sailing out of Galveston now, so the cost to get there is minimal 
for us. Last time we took Disney, we had to fly to Florida, and that added to 
the cost of the trip.” 

 “Lately the Carnival cruises seem more crowded, and small things were more difficult, like getting a pool chair. We 
liked the Disney difference. The wait staff was very attentive, and we got more personal service.” 

 

Lately the Carnival cruises 
seem more crowded, and small 
things were more difficult, like 
getting a pool chair. We liked 
the Disney difference. The wait 
staff was very attentive, and we 
got more personal service. 

Cruise Passengers, Texas 
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5. Middle-aged cruise goer, Minnesota; repeat source 

This source and her husband do not plan to take a cruise this year because of work and travel conflicts. That said, she 
has not seen much difference in prices between 2014 and 2013, and she still receives a lot of emailed incentives, 
including bundled offers. She expects the weather to prompt more bookings this season. 

Bookings 
 “We will take no cruises in 2014. I would always be willing, but this year’s spring work travel schedule is heavier. And 

my husband turns 60, which means he gets more choice in the travel decisions. I think a fishing boat will be more his 
choice than any cruise line.” 

 “It would not surprise me if the early winter weather is an impetus for bookings.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
 “I am not seeing a lot of difference in prices for cruises during the 2014 wave season compared to 2013. I am 

getting a lot of offers via email with incentives.” 
 “I am seeing more bundling of multiple incentives. Last year it was beverage packages or all gratuities covered or 

something else. Now there are more and opportunities.” 
 
 

6. Cruise passenger traveling from the Galveston port 

This passenger will be cruising more this year. He is enjoying the benefit of bargains on Carnival’s Triumph, which was 
remodeled following its fire last year. He will be travelling in an upgraded room on the ship’s anniversary of the disaster. 

Bookings 
 “I took one seven-day cruise in 2012, one 5-day cruise in 2013 and I am planning two 5-day cruises in 2014.” 
 “Last year I did not cruise early in the year, but this year I will be going in February, so one more during January 

through March. It is such a good price on the February cruise, I could not pass it up.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
 “Prices are pretty comparable [to last year’s]. My November cruise this year was $479 for a regular room. I’m getting 

a balcony for same price on my next cruise in February, which is really cheap. But my price for the cruise later in the 
year is a little higher, $750 for a balcony room.” 

 “My November and February cruises are both on the Triumph. That is the boat that had the fire last year. They are 
giving good deals to fill the boat and … to build confidence with the general public again.” 

Capacity 
 “I did not have any trouble booking my February cruise. But I did get a great price and it is kind of last minute already 

for a February cruise, so it could be they are having some trouble filling all the rooms.” 
 “I think they just keep offering upgrades at the last minute until they fill all the rooms.” 
Trends 
 “I just got off a Carnival cruise, and my February cruise is Carnival also.” 
 “My first trip was on Royal Caribbean. It was a nicer ship, a bigger suite and a more luxurious experience, but I have 

not been on another one so I do not know if anything has changed.” 
 “It was in February last year when the Triumph had the fire and stranded all those passengers. It has been all 

remodeled now, and it is a great ship. Right now the prices are cheap. I am loving taking advantage of it. I will be on 
the anniversary cruise of that bad trip.” 

 
 

7. Midluxury cruise passengers, West Coast 

These sources prefers Holland America cruises that cater to an older, retired crowd. They take longer cruises and often 
run into some of the same travelers. They will be traveling more days in 2014 than 2013 but on fewer cruises in 
comparison. They are stockholders in Carnival and consider themselves to be supporting their own company. 

Bookings 
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 “We took three cruises in 2013 and so far only have two planned for 2014. We usually book a year to 18 months in 
advance, and we try to book a particular stateroom.” 

 “We will be onboard more days in 2014, but fewer trips.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
 “I would say pricing is fairly similar to last year. We stay with one cruise line: Holland America.” 
 “We also get perks for being frequent passengers. We always get $250 onboard credit and free laundry credits. 

When you stay onboard for three weeks or a month, you utilize laundry service. And we have expedited boarding.” 
 “We have seen some different incentives recently, but they are usually add-ons like half-price drinks for the entire 

trip, but I do not usually compare incentives.” 
Capacity 
 “I never have any trouble with availability because we book a year in advance to get our room, on the dates we 

want.” 
Trends 
 “We are on a midluxury line. It is nicer than the mass-market Carnival brand.” 
 “Holland America caters to an older clientele. We are in our 70s, and we have time to go on long cruises.” 
 “We traveled on one of their larger ships last summer for the four-day cruise. I think it was a Vista class. We still 

prefer the class of boat we are on this year.” 
 
 

8. Cruise traveler from Texas 

This traveler will take the same number of cruises in 2014 as she took in 2013. Prices appear to be slightly higher than 
last year, but the difference may have to do with choosing a higher-end ship and destination. She has traveled more on 
Carnival than any other cruise line, but now thinks Disney cruises are worth the extra expense. She usually books six to 
eight months in advance and has never had trouble getting the desired cruise. 

Bookings 
 “We took two cruises in 2013 and are planning two in 2014.” 
Pricing/Incentives 
 “Prices are a little higher compared to last year, but it may just be a nicer 

ship too. We did get a discount on a cruise out of Fort Lauderdale because 
we are Texas residents. That is weird, huh? But I did not question it.” 

 “The incentives are the same this year as last year. We take advantage of 
some, not others; it just depends on what we want to do.” 

Capacity 
 “We usually book six to eight months in advance, and I have never had a 

cruise sold out before I got what I wanted.” 
Trends 
 “We usually look for a new ship or a newer ship that we have not been on 

before.” 
 “We took a Disney cruise in Alaska, and it was more expensive than the Carnival trips we have been on, but it was 

definitely a nicer, more luxurious cruise. It was worth the money.” 
 
 

9. Cruise passenger who uses various ports 

These sources are taking the same number of cruises for the same number of days in 2014 as in 2013, but this year 
they are taking along all of their kids and grandkids. They opt for Carnival when traveling with children, because the 
company’s cruises are less expensive and family-friendly. Disney is more expensive but offers better service and more 
luxury. Norwegian is the most luxurious and still family-friendly. They go with Royal Caribbean when they travel as a 
couple or with other adults. 

Bookings 

We took a Disney cruise in 
Alaska, and it was more 
expensive than the Carnival 
trips we have been on, but it 
was definitely a nicer, more 
luxurious cruise. It was worth 
the money. 

Cruise Traveler, Texas 
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 “We will be taking the same number of cruises for the same number of days this year as last, but different routes 
this year. And this year we are taking all of our kids and grandkids.” 

Pricing/Incentives 
 “Prices were higher per person on Disney last year, but we are taking 

everyone on Norwegian this year and the price per person is less.” 
 “It seems like incentives and marketing are more aggressive now than it 

was a year ago. I get offers all the time now, but they are the same kinds of 
deals like room upgrades or onboard credit.” 

Capacity 
 “So far we have booked what we wanted, no problems.” 
Trends 
 “Carnival is family-friendly, lower-end, less service. They offer an under-21 

club for the kids. Disney is definitely a step up from Carnival, more luxurious. 
Royal Caribbean is an older crowd, fewer kids onboard and understated but 
very nice. Norwegian is the most luxurious we have been on, top of the line.” 

 “Norwegian offered a great incentive for multiple rooms for Hawaii, and so we are taking all our kids and their kids. 
We will fly to Hawaii, board the ship and sail the islands for seven days, then fly back home.” 

 
 

Secondary Sources 
The following six secondary sources discussed Royal Caribbean being voted the best cruise line, landing a deal with Florida 
International University, and offering a plethora of designer and brand names onboard. Sources also highlighted Carnival 
trying to attract families with Dr. Seuss events and themes, targeting gamblers through a partnership with Penn National 
Gaming, and teaming up with sunscreen Ocean Potion. 
 
ROYAL CARIBBEAN 
The following three articles show Royal Caribbean being voted the best cruise line in 2013; creating a partnership with Florida 
International University to house and train performers needed for its expanding fleet while offering internships to FIU 
students; and offering numerous designer and brand names onboard to attract customers. 
 
 Jan. 1 Cruise Fever article 

Cruise Fever readers voted Royal Caribbean as the Best Cruise Line in 2013 for its innovative ships, service, food and 
entertainment. Carnival finished in a distant second, followed by Disney. 

 “Royal Caribbean was voted the Best Cruise Line in 2013 in the Cruise Fever Fan Awards. Voting took place on 
CruiseFever.net during 2013 and concluded on December 31, 2013.” 

 “Royal Caribbean continues to set the standard in the cruise industry for main line cruises. Their ‘designed to 
WOW’ cruise ships have a history of innovation that made their passengers ‘loyal to Royal’. The largest cruise 
ships in the world, the Oasis and Allure of the Seas, continue to be wildly popular. Their ships, service, food, and 
entertainment are the reason that Royal Caribbean was voted Cruise Fever’s Best Cruise Line in 2013.” 

 “Carnival Cruise Lines finished a distant but surprising 2nd place considering the amount of negative media that 
the cruise line received in 2013. Carnival spent much of 2013 in damage control following the “poop cruise” 
and several mechanical problems with some of their cruise ships. The fact that they were able to finish 2nd 
place in voting shows the loyalty of their cruisers and the strides that Carnival has made in clearing up the 
Carnival brand name.” 

 “Disney Cruise Line finished in 3rd place despite having only four cruise ships in their fleet. Coming in 4th place 
was Norwegian Cruise Line, whose Freestyle Cruising has been extremely popular in getting first time cruisers to 
cruise with them. Rounding out the top 5 was Princess Cruises.” 

 “Cruise Fever readers voted the Caribbean as their top cruise destination with nearly half of the vote. The 
Mediterranean, Alaska, Europe, and Bermuda rounded out the top 5 in the Best Cruise Destination category.” 

 “St. Thomas was voted the Best Cruise Port in the Caribbean/Bahamas in 2013. St. Thomas barely edged out 
St. Maarten, Cozumel, and Grand Cayman in extremely close voting.” 

It seems like incentives and 
marketing are more aggressive 
now than it was a year ago. I 
get offers all the time now, but 
they are the same kinds of 
deals like room upgrades or 
onboard credit. 

Cruise Passenger, Uses Various Ports 
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 “The top dining choice in 2013? Freestyle/Anytime dining was far and away the most popular following by early 
seating. Late seating and the buffet were tied for 3rd with specialty restaurants finishing last. This shows a trend 
in recent years as cruise passengers have begun to slowly shy away from traditional cruise dining.” 

 
 Dec. 11, 2013, Miami Herald article 

Royal Caribbean landed a partnership with Florida International University’s Biscayne Bay campus to construct a 
130,000-square-foot facility that will be used as a performer practice space, theater, costume making and storage. This 
facility also will benefit FIU students through internships with Royal Caribbean and a new curriculum in performing arts 
and hospitality and tourism management. 

 “Aerialists, dancers and other performers for Royal Caribbean Cruises ships will train—and live—at Florida 
International University’s Biscayne Bay campus as part of a partnership announced Wednesday by the university 
and cruise ship company.” 

 “FIU is providing the land for the $20 million building and Miami-based Royal Caribbean will fund the 
construction, which starts this month, and operating expenses. As part of the agreement, the cruise operator will 
provide 20 paid internships for students, give access to the 130,000-square-foot facility and allow FIU students 
to use proprietary data from the company for research.” 

 “The new building includes three-story studios with two different types of rigging systems, a 300-seat theater, 
20,000 square feet for costume making and storage and 10 other rehearsal studios. According to FIU, the 
facility is expected be open by January 2015.” 

 “‘The centerpiece of the whole agreement is it’s tied to the academic mission,’ said Brian Schriner, dean of the 
College of Architecture + The Arts. He said that beyond internships, the university will be able to develop 
curriculum with Royal Caribbean to use their building and technology.” 

 “‘So our students are going to be interning and learning from the RCL professionals as well as from our theater 
faculty,’ he said. ‘Which creates a whole new dynamic that I think any theater department in the country would 
be salivating at.’” 

 “Students studying technical aspects of theater such as stage management, lighting, design and costuming are 
likely to benefit the most, Schriner said, though performing arts management students will also have 
opportunities, and those majoring in performing arts will be able to audition for productions. Half of the 
internships will be reserved for students with a hospitality and tourism management focus.” 

 “‘The entertainment department has been where they are for the last 10 years and meanwhile the fleet has 
been expanding and the entertainment opportunities they provide are expanding,’ he said. ‘They needed more 
infrastructure to support the operations.’” 

 “The cruise company’s two main brands, Royal Caribbean International and Celebrity Cruises, have 32 ships and 
more under construction. [Alan Kleber, managing principal of real estate advisory firm Cresa South Florida] said 
the partnership with FIU allows Royal Caribbean to have the facilities it needs without increasing costs.” 

 “He called the deal the most unique and groundbreaking transaction and partnership he’s ever worked on.” 
 
 Nov. 4, 2013, USA Today Travel article 

Cruise lines are offering more onboard designer and name brands including Frette, Starbucks, Ben & Jerry’s, Barbie and 
Coach. 

 “Being on a cruise ship does not mean being away from designer and name brands. Fashionable names are 
appearing across many lines—from Disney Cruise Line offering a new line of Dooney & Bourke cruise-themed 
bags to the designer watches and diamonds of Chopard on Cunard.” 

 “On newer Norwegian ships, you can sip premium vodka at the Svedka/Innisskillin Ice Bar and dine on Certified 
Angus Beef. On Royal Caribbean you can have your Starbucks latte just like at home (on Oasis of the Seas and 
Allure of the Seas) and enjoy Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream (or even stay in a cow-themed Ben & Jerry’s cabin on the 
Freedom-class ships). Cunard ships have Veuve Clicquot Champagne bars.” 

 “Here are the best designer brands on the high seas.” 
 “Barbie. She’s all about fashion (if not strictly designer) and thanks to an alliance with Mattel, Royal Caribbean 

passengers can book a Barbie Premium Experiences ($349) that comes with special stateroom accoutrement, 
including a keepsake Barbie doll and fashions, a Barbie blanket and pillowcase and Barbie-related activities, 
including a fashion show.” 

 “Frette. Look for the luxury linen brand’s label on bathrobes, towels and linens on luxury lines including Crystal, 
on Disney, and on other cruise lines as well.” 
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 “Coach. Retail therapy on Royal Caribbean’s Oasis of the Seas and Allure of the Seas includes a Coach shop 
packed with the designer’s handbags and accessories.” 

 
 
CARNIVAL CORP. 
The following three sources centered on Carnival Cruises targeting families with a Dr. Seuss themed program, attracting 
gamblers with a partnership with Penn National Gaming, and getting a promotional deal with Ocean Potion. 
 
 Dec. 11, 2013, USA Today article 

Following its competitors’ suit, Carnival Cruise has added a family-focused Dr. Seuss theme in order to grow the 
percentage of younger travelers onboard. 

 “Royal Caribbean has Shrek. Norwegian has SpongeBob. And now Carnival has the Cat in the Hat.” 
 “The world’s largest cruise line today finally embraced the trend of big name characters on ships with an 

announcement that it had partnered with Dr. Seuss Enterprises for new Seuss-themed family programming 
across its fleet.” 

 “The Seuss at Sea program, as it’s being called, will roll out over the next 18 months on all 24 Carnival vessels 
and include such activities as a Green Eggs and Ham character breakfast and a Seuss-a-palooza character 
parade. Other highlights include a Seuss-a-palooza story time event once per cruise.” 

 “[Carnival senior vice president Mark] Tamis says the company’s research shows parents are looking for more 
ways to connect with their kids on cruises, and the ‘kids actually want to spend time with their family.’” 

 “The new Green Eggs and Ham breakfast will be an elaborate event where, yes, green eggs and ham will be 
served along with Seuss-inspired ‘moose juice’ and ‘goose juice.’ The Cat in the Hat and other Seuss characters 
will join passengers at tables, and the wait staff will wear Seuss-themed uniforms. The breakfast will cost $5 per 
person.” 

 “The Seuss at Sea program also will include screenings of The Cat in the Hat movie and How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas at outdoor movie screens on Carnival ships.” 

 “Two Carnival vessels, the Carnival Freedom and still-under-construction Carnival Vista, also will get dedicated 
Seuss-themed play spaces called Dr. Seuss Bookville. In addition to a wall of Seuss books, they’ll be home to 
arts and crafts, toys and games.” 

 “Carnival is relatively late to the party among big, mass-market lines when it comes to adding well-known, family-
friendly characters to ships. The family-focused Disney Cruise Line has had Disney’s iconic characters on its 
vessels since its launch in 1998, and Royal Caribbean and Norwegian Cruise Line began adding DreamWorks 
and Nickelodeon characters, respectively, to vessels in 2010.” 

 “Tamis noted that Carnival carries more than 700,000 children a year aboard its ships—nearly half of the total 
number of kids carried by the entire North American cruise industry.” 

 “The roll out of the Seuss at Sea program will begin in February aboard Carnival Splendor and expand to 10 
ships by the end of the year. It’ll be fleetwide by the middle of 2015.” 
 

 Jan. 7 Las Vegas Review Journal article 
Carnival Cruises has centered on the gambling community by striking a deal with Penn National Gaming, which will allow 
customers enrolled in Penn’s loyalty program to use points for Carnival offers and complimentary cruises. This could 
ramp up gambling and the use of casinos on Carnival ships in the future. 

 “Penn National Gaming struck a marketing deal with Carnival Cruise Lines in which customers of regional 
gaming giant can redeem player loyalty points on cruises to the Caribbean, Bahamas, Mexico, and other 
destinations.” 

 “Starting in mid-April, guests of Penn National’s 18 Hollywood-branded and Argosy-branded casinos will be 
eligible to receive complimentary Caribbean and Mexican cruises or other cruise offers and discounts 
throughout the year aboard Carnival’s 24 ships based on their level of play.” 

 “Penn National owns the M Resort in Henderson. Customers of the property are not eligible for the Carnival 
program, but [Penn National corporate vice president of marketing Gaye] Gullo said the plan is to eventually 
offer the promotion to all casinos operated by Penn.” 

 
 Jan. 7 Florida Today article 
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Carnival landed a deal to distribute and promote the sunscreen Ocean Potion to its passengers, starting with four 
upcoming cruises. 

 “Ocean Potion sunscreen is hitting the high seas. The company behind the popular skin-care product line, Sun & 
Skin Care Research LLC, is teaming with Carnival Cruise Lines, the world’s largest cruise operator, to distribute 
and promote Ocean Potion on four cruise ships.” 

 “The marketing partnership represents the first time Miami-based Carnival Cruise Lines has joined forces with a 
sun-care company to create an on-board promotional experience with a branded sunscreen.” 

 “Beginning Sunday, four Carnival ships will participate in the initial promotion: Carnival Breeze from Miami; 
Carnival Liberty from Port Canaveral and Miami; the Carnival Sunshine from Port Canaveral and New Orleans 
and Port Canaveral; and Carnival Triumph from Galveston.” 

 “‘Carnival Cruise Lines and Ocean Potion have a lot of synergies in that we are both fun ‘n’ sun brands, and offer 
a great quality product at excellent value to our respective guests. In short, we are made for each other,’ 
Christine Arnholt, Carnival’s vice president of on-board marketing, said in a statement.” 

 
 
 

Additional research by Cheryl Meyer and Lisa Bullock 
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